Hunting for The TREE of LIFE: A Spiritual Journey in the Garden Traditions

While Hunting for The Tree of Life and looking for answers to some fundamental questions
about why our human lifespan is so limited and what the future might have in store for us as
human species, this book begins by taking a closer look at the Garden Traditions, since The
Garden is the very place where all troubles started and many appear to be in it the elements
representing, from that moment on, a “shadow of good things to come” (Col 2:17; Hebrew
10:1) as for God’s constant attempt to reconcile with Humanity and give them the possibility
of redemption and reconciliation with Him, hence another chance of Life Eternal. It is
intended as a journey into the Bible, although the latter will not be necessarily seen as a
‘religious’ but rather as a historical text whose language hides a much deeper and even
scientific meaning and whose metaphorical terminology has just been used so that people from
all ethnicities, ages, walks of life and levels of education could grasp fundamental concepts
expressed in it. Hence, this book is dedicated to all people who, regardless of their spiritual,
religious and political background and personal beliefs recognize their very existence and all
that is – be it visible or invisible – as the consequence of the action of a Higher Intelligence
from which everything originated and to which everything depends on and is related to and
who are ready and willing to focus on the fact that we are all One and we are all related to
each other since we all come from the same Source and ancestors or primordial parents. We
wish that one day we will all be able to fully understand that we aren’t but a big family and
that we will be finally able to act upon it accordingly with the greatest love each one of us is
able of.
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